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Learn Unique Ways to Use Routematch Solutions.
Ever wonder how other agencies use Routematch? At #UC2018, attendees learn how others utilize 
Routematch, and the creative and unique ways they solve challenges within the solutions.

Build a Personalized Agenda.
We have several tracks focused around our solutions and the industry, but the best part, attendees don’t 
have to follow a single track. You can mix and match sessions to build a personalized agenda designed to 
meet your sta�’s learning objectives.

Achieve #SuperUser Status. 
Users can apply for a certi�cation program only o�ered at User Conference to receive a Masters in 
Scheduling or Reporting. The program consists of a 2-day, instructor-led and hands-on learning 
environment followed by a test and graduation ceremony. Admittance to Certi�cations programs require 
pre-quali�cation. 

Get Access to the Inside Track.
Users will not only learn what’s new across Routematch applications and how to use those features, but 
how it bene�ts your agency speci�cally. Additionally, User Conference is a time where future solutions 
and functionality are showcased exclusively to Routematch users.

KPIs for Better E�ciencies.
Attendees walk away with tangible tips that can improve e�ciencies in their daily work, but also for the 
agency. Users also learn what KPIs to be using to track and measure e�ciencies. 

Partnerships and Insights.
Users will build partnerships and gain insight into what the future of transit holds. They will learn 
about what’s new at Routematch and the industry from fare collection and mobile apps for riders to 
mobility on demand.

Create Connections.
Make long lasting connections and build a network of peers that you and your sta� can call on anytime 
to share ideas, use cases, etc.

Increase Rider Engagement.
Learn how technology can be used to increase rider engagement, loyalty and improve overall 
rider satisfaction.

Get to Know Routematch.
Your teams can put a face with the name of Routematch sta� members who they frequently speak with 
on the phone. They’ll also learn more about the passion that drives Routematch team members to 
support you and your teams every day. Users will have the opportunity to meet individuals from support 
and subject matter experts to account managers and leadership.

Dedicated One-on-One Sessions.
Troubleshoot user and/or agency challenges in dedicated one-on-one sessions using real data. 
One-on-One sessions can be pre-booked in advance or scheduled onsite. But each session is speci�c 
to your team and agency.

Tips & Tricks.
Receive tips and tricks on how to better use features, and maybe even learn how to use features you 
weren’t even aware of. 

It’s free.
Most conferences include registration fees, but Routematch covers scheduled meals, sessions and social 
events. The only cost to you is the Flight and Hotel.
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Learn Unique Ways to Use Routematch Solutions.
Ever wonder how other agencies use Routematch? At #UC2018, attendees learn how others utilize 
Routematch, and the creative and unique ways they solve challenges within the solutions.

Build a Personalized Agenda.
We have several tracks focused around our solutions and the industry, but the best part, attendees don’t 
have to follow a single track. You can mix and match sessions to build a personalized agenda designed to 
meet your sta�’s learning objectives.

Achieve #SuperUser Status. 
Users can apply for a certi�cation program only o�ered at User Conference to receive a Masters in 
Scheduling or Reporting. The program consists of a 2-day, instructor-led and hands-on learning 
environment followed by a test and graduation ceremony. Admittance to Certi�cations programs require 
pre-quali�cation. 

Get Access to the Inside Track.
Users will not only learn what’s new across Routematch applications and how to use those features, but 
how it bene�ts your agency speci�cally. Additionally, User Conference is a time where future solutions 
and functionality are showcased exclusively to Routematch users.

KPIs for Better E�ciencies.
Attendees walk away with tangible tips that can improve e�ciencies in their daily work, but also for the 
agency. Users also learn what KPIs to be using to track and measure e�ciencies. 

Partnerships and Insights.
Users will build partnerships and gain insight into what the future of transit holds. They will learn 
about what’s new at Routematch and the industry from fare collection and mobile apps for riders to 
mobility on demand.

Create Connections.
Make long lasting connections and build a network of peers that you and your sta� can call on anytime 
to share ideas, use cases, etc.

Increase Rider Engagement.
Learn how technology can be used to increase rider engagement, loyalty and improve overall 
rider satisfaction.

Get to Know Routematch.
Your teams can put a face with the name of Routematch sta� members who they frequently speak with 
on the phone. They’ll also learn more about the passion that drives Routematch team members to 
support you and your teams every day. Users will have the opportunity to meet individuals from support 
and subject matter experts to account managers and leadership.

Dedicated One-on-One Sessions.
Troubleshoot user and/or agency challenges in dedicated one-on-one sessions using real data. 
One-on-One sessions can be pre-booked in advance or scheduled onsite. But each session is speci�c 
to your team and agency.

Tips & Tricks.
Receive tips and tricks on how to better use features, and maybe even learn how to use features you 
weren’t even aware of. 

It’s free.
Most conferences include registration fees, but Routematch covers scheduled meals, sessions and social 
events. The only cost to you is the Flight and Hotel.

Connect.
Cultivate.
Learn.


